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IN HIGHER EDUCATION
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BOOST PRODUCTIV ITY  &
REDUCE STRESS AT  YOUR
BUSIEST  T IME OF YEAR

As an institution for higher learning, you are
challenged to provide best-in-class service in
support of people’s futures. The complexities of
today’s higher-ed landscape go beyond paperless
operation – especially if you’re not able to access
key information that better enables you to make
important decisions related to the futures you’re
helping to create.
 
And if gaps in your processes are slowing your
team down – you’re likely suffering the impact of
higher stress, poor motivation and a disjointed
approach towards your overall mission. 

Using Intelligent Automation, Shamrock Solutions
helps to eliminate the negative impact of
disjointed processes and applications for Higher-
Ed campuses.
 
With years of implementation experience in Higher
Education, we've seen how powerful intelligent
automation can revolutionize transcript
processing, create a level of student
communication management, secure file sharing,
electronic form creation, and custom workflow
development that seamlessly connects with
existing systems, applications, and teams.

Here are the top 10 ways our customers use
Intelligent Automation to fuel efficiency across
their campuses! Talk to us today about how we
can help boost productivity and reduce stress
during your busiest time of year, and guarantee
the best outcomes for your students, faculty, and
staff.



Manual data entry is a thing of the past, and ripe for human error and frustration. Intelligent Automation
can intelligently collect and read text, every time, and ensure accurate data. 

4 // Eliminate keystrokes & improve accuracy.

Extract, normalize, and integrate transcript data from high school, transfer
credit, international, or military transcripts into existing SIS/ECM/ERP systems.
Every stop of the process that was previously performed by people is now
automated! 

1 // Automate transcript processing.

Gone are the days of comically-large rooms full of filing cabinets. Scan those
documents in, let intelligent automation index and normalize what’s on them,
and make that previously dusty content easily searchable by anyone. 

2 // Easily digitize all of those unstructured documents.

Password resets, change of address, boring spreadsheet calculations, and
tedious time wasters are just needless busy work. Tell a bot how to do it, hit a
button, and get it done in a fraction of the time - reliably the same, every
time. 

3 // Don't sweat the little stuff.

With the cost of compliance errors reaching new highs, tracking and ensuring immediate access to the
detailed data auditors are requesting is more important than ever before.

5 // Ensure proper compliance.
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Less manually intensive busy work means more
time for staff to focus on providing timely
responses and better outcomes for students,
faculty, and staff. Intelligent data extraction and
robotics process automation (RPA) handles the
boring tasks, giving you time back in your day
where it matters most.

6 // Guarantee faster turnarounds.



Adopting technology and process improvements will guarantee better outcomes for students, faculty,
alumni, and campus vendors. Professionals in Higher Education want to serve students with their
talents and expertise, not spend hours performing tedious work. Intelligent Automation can transform
the way that you work, bring productivity levels to new highs, and elevate the end-to-end student
experience for your university. 

10 // Elevate your students' experience.

Whether it's SIS, ERP, ECM, or other data - it likely means disparate and segmented information all
over the campus. Intelligent Automation can push/pull to other systems, normalize and compare
differing data, collate information, and integrate all of it in one place!

7 // Augment your existing technology invesments.

Document capture technology is not new, but the industry has advanced with innovative tools and
functionality that allow for much more than scanning documents. Now, technology automation
enables businesses to classify, learn and extract meaning from their documents - whatever they may
be.

8 // Remove annoying patchcodes & separator sheets.

Password resets, change of address, boring spreadsheet calculations, and tedious time wasters are
just needless busy work. Tell a bot how to do it, and get it done in a fraction of the time - reliably the
same, every time. 

9 // Gain real-time insights & reporting.
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Shamrock Solutions is all-too-familiar with the
negative impact that bad processes can have on
your business. Since 2010, Shamrock has leveraged
a suite of technologies and partnerships to enable
freedom from the mundane through intelligent
automation. We're process solvers, and passionate
about taking the 'hard' out of work. Visit us today at
www.LuckyYouFoundUs.com.


